
Exhibition: Untold Stories- Hinted narratives from Spain
José María Casanova and José Luis Alexanco

Presented by Puerta Roja. 12th of September – 12th of October 2013

(Hong Kong, 31 August 2013) Puerta Roja is proud to present Untold Stories – Hinted
narratives from Spain. The exhibition will  open on the 12th of September and will
include acrylic paintings and digital works by José Luis Alexanco as well as bronze
and wood sculptures from José María Casanova. 

Wandering from  figurativism  to  abstraction,  from  Casanova's  monochromatic
softness of wood and bronze to Alexanco's colourful intensity on canvas, the works
of two masterful Spanish artists diverge at first encounter, but, eventually converge
as emotional  narratives that are never told, just  hinted, provoking us  to wonder,
fantasise and weave our own...

Alexanco's works at the exhibition, are inspired by his trips to Syria in the late 1990s.
He explored the perceived harmony -at the time- amongst individuals and groups
seemingly separated by ideologies and ways of life. Casanova’s works go deeper
into  a  suggestive  world  that  leads  to  collective  emotions  that  are  constantly
present, such as feelings of loneliness and at the same time of emotional contiguity.
His sculptures are welcoming invitations which do not look for sharing out-loud their
reasons  and  origins,  but  they  permit  the  observer  to  venture  a  personal
interpretation. It is not a matter of imposing, but suggesting. 

Adriana Alvarez-Nichol, founder of Puerta Roja talks about the exhibition: "Bringing
together the works of Alexanco and Casanova might have seen a natural idea
when I  learned that  both  artists,  friends  for  over  a  decade,  had been working
together in a shared studio in the outskirts of Madrid. From a curatorial point of
view,  the  flowing  dialogue  between  the  artists  that  is  generated  by  sharing  a
physical working space, is an interesting one. Particularly, when we talk about such
mature  and  accomplished  artists  working  with  such  different  processes  and
techniques.   But  looking deeper into the inspiration and resulting discourse that
both express in their works -even before physically working alongside- there is an
interesting connection that arises between sourced narratives from faraway lands
in the case of Alexanco and by inner human notions in the case of Casanova. A
further connection arouse in my mind given the recent events in Syria where by
juxtaposing deeply personal feelings on social rupture brings to life a totally new
narrative”. 

Alexanco  uses  arabesques,  signs  and  geometric  figures  to  narrate  stories,  the
myriad of colours express themselves freely on his canvas. The paintings operate just
as segments of a larger entity,  a variation of a bigger subject. In the Syria Suite
which is presented at the exhibition, the artist explores his perceptions of this land



through his own lens. In the Matta series (Labyrinth in Arabic) he explores in abstract
powerful images the straight avenue of Damascus’ old medina, surrounded by a
web of houses where once Saint Paul hid from the Romans and that have been
home  and  shelter  to  families  from  different  sects.  Juxtaposed  to  this  work  is
Casanova’s “Maze” sculpture, a deeply emotional and personal sculpture where
anonymous characters’ loneliness, refuge, curiosity and despair are felt individually
but shared in a common space.

The amalgamation of opposite materials, bronze and wood and the earthy textures
of the paintings create a masterful collection of contemporary but timeless artworks
that carry the strength and power of Spanish art.
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